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a. Explain the significance of bits of CPSR of ARM7. :\

b. Discuss the major application areas of an Embedded System.

c. Draw the functional pin diagram of ADC.0,8gF, , _ . :, .,.: *

d. Differentiate between Real-Time Operating System and General fr$ose Operating
System.

e. Explain the instructions of 80Si,mierocontiollo.r*MOVX, ADC, SJtidp, ANI. JNB

Q. 2. a) Briefly explain about Inter?rooOss eomnlunieation, (10)

1. Question No 1 is compulsory.

2. Solve any three questions out of remaining five questions.

3. Assume suitable data if necessary.

4. Figures to right indicate marks.

Q. 1. Solve any four out of five.
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b) Write assembly langullgeprogram for 8051 to find number of positive and negative
numbers from a given ten 8 bit numbers stored from 50H. Store result at 60H
(no of positive nqntbe.r.._s),and 611{(4o of negativg numbers).

Q. 3. a) Draw and explain the functional block diagram of 8255 Programmable Peripheral
lnterface.

b) Discuss the various operating modes of ARMT processor.

Q. 4.a) Comparethe features of Arduino and Raspberry Pi embedded targetboards.

b) rnptpili, the.sFfis. TMoD,; IE,& scoN.
.tr .. . :, r' '. .., -.it .. . -

Q. 5..a) Explain;'different addressing modes;of.single register load/store instruction of
ARMT processor.

'' . l' ., ,.' ,: : ..,:i.

b) Denoonstrate with e*amp,le, the scheduling algorithms used in RTOS. .

Q:5.a)::Wh&t:arE,S€nsqrs'ugedjnloT applications with the target embedded boards for
'' 

1:-i , 
.. measiiliirg'temperafure , pressure and humidity? Explain the same.

' . '' . b) D-iscuss,the'tnte.rrupt;6trfcture of 8051 microcontroller.

c) Discuss,,variouserribedded microcontroller cores used in embedded System.-
RICS,CNC,ARM and DSP

(4*5=20)
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N.B.
l) Question No. t is compulsory
2) Solve any three questions out of the remaining five questioirs.

What are the characteristics of Rich lntemet eppfiqaiiond;
Explain string functions in PHP. - 
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b)
c)
d)

Draw and illustrate 3tier Web Architecture.

Explain UDDL
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to change the

in the web page.
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sessions. Write a
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PHP script to (6)
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Paper / subject code: 32403 / Advanced Data Management Technology
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N.B. : 1. Question no. I is compulsory.

2. solve any Three questions out of remaining Five questions.

)

)

)

are called Transactions. "
List and explain the commonly accepted gecurity goafs fur databases,

List the Distribution Design Issues and explain any one'in detail.' t.'
List and explain basic tasks involved in Data Transformation.

Marks:80

b) Justify the statement "Collections of operations that forrn a single logicat unit of work

.:':
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c)

d)

e)

Show that the two-phase locking protocol ensures conflict serializability, and that

transactions can be serialized according to their lock points.

Explain generic laye{ngisc,hen'te f.orDistributed euery prooessing.:" : .

Explain Temporal databases with suitable examplo.

List and explain any four oLAp operations in a cube with suitable example.

'

ji

what is,thle'eneral'puriiosg""ofthe D{a-warehorise arehitecture? Explain the

architecfufitto.inponents'ofj)ata.warehouse with suitable diagram.

LiS.! various fragmgntation strategies in distributed database and explain any one in
detail.

List and explain the types of activities and tasks that compose the ETL process.

Explain ARIES Algorithm in detail.

i

Attempt the following.

lfeasure.s of Queqy Cort. 
u 

:

Shadow Paging.

Mobile Databases.

Factless Fact Table.
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Paper / Subject Code: 32404 / Cryptography & Network Security
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Question No. I is Compulsory.
Solve any THREE from Question No. 2 to 6.

Draw neat well labeled diagram wherever necessary.

A secure e-voting system is to be designed. Discuss the security gioals that

must be met and enlist mechanisms for the same.

What is the drawback of Double DES algorithm? How is it overcome by
Triple DES? . t
Define ARP spoofing with an example. Compare with IP spoofing. t'
What is the significance of a digital signature on a certificate? Justify

Encrypt "This is the final exam" with Playfair cipher using key o'Guidance".

Explain the steps involved.

Compare and contrast DES and AES.

Two uses wish to establish a secure communication channel and exchange

a session key after mutual authentication. Show how this can be done with
the help of a KDC.
Given modulus n=22I and public key, e=7, find the values of P, Q, phi(n),

and d using RSA. Encrypt M=5.

Define DOS attack. Show the different ways by which this attack can be

mounted at various layers.

b) Show how Kerberos protocol can be used to achieve single sign-on in
distributed systems

a) A user wishes to do online transactions with Amazon.com. Discuss a

protocol which can be used to set up a secure communication channel and

provide server side and client side authentication. Show the steps involved
in the handshake process.

b) What is a firewall? Explain different types of firewalls and list their

advantages

a) Write short notes on(any two): i) Emaii security ii) Diffie Hellman

algorithm iii) El-Gamril Algorithm

b) How does IPSec help to achieve authentication and confidentiality? Justify

the need of AH and ESP.

,-'7 I os{ z-o tg.

[Total Marks 80]
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Paper / subject code: 32407 / Elective - I E-commerce & E-Business
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Question No I is compulsory

Attempt any 3 questions from remaining.

Assume suitable data whenever necessary

t. You are appointed as developer of e-comm website for online busin.ss

Portal. Design and develop website to promote the same. 20

vA) Discuss security aspects in E-commerce

B) Explain Architecture of SET protocol

A) Suggest strategies to migrate traditional business to online business.

B) What are the different ways for electronic marketing?

A) what is value chain process in E-comm? Discuss with diagram

B) Discuss Technology and infrastructure in e-business

A) What is Smart Card? Explain in detail

B) Discuss SCM with example

A) Discuss CRM strategy based on B-C Model

B) What doyou mean by EDI? Explain in detail.
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Paper / subject code: 32409/ Elective - I Computer Graphics &-virtual Reality
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: l) Question 1 is comPulsory.
Zj ettempt any three questions from the remaining questions'

3iAssrme sultable data wherever applicable'

4) Draw figures wherever applicable.

[Total Marks: 80]

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

s (a)

(b)

Explain different applications of computer graphics'

Explain different types of virtual reality systems'

Prove that two successive rotation are additive:

Explain fractals

Explain geometric and kinematic modeling in detail

Explain Sutherland Hodgeman polygon clipping algorithm'

Explain 3D transformations with suitable example for each.

lgorithm with examPle'Explain Liang Barsky line clipping a

Write short note on (anY four)

(a) Antialiasing techniques

(b) Application of Virtual Reality

(c) Text Clipping

(d) VR toolkit

\,,
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2 (a) Explain Virtual reality architecture'

(b) Explain Bresenham's line drawing algorithm. Explain how it is different

from DDA 
;

3 (a) Find the Bezier curve given 4 control points (25,25), (45,40), (60,45) and

(90,10) using the steP size as 0'l'

List various polygon filling algorithms and explain boundary fill in detail' l0

10

(b)

4 (a)

(b)

(e) Morphingtechniques


